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摘要 

 

在這篇論文中，我們考量整合訊源與通道編碼調變(JSCCM)之設計問題，

此整合包含高效率的離散且無記憶性的訊源壓縮與其在無記憶性通道上

使用 16-QAM調變的穩定傳輸。針對 8個可能性的訊源，我們以程式搜

尋建立了不同傳輸穩定性要求的 JSCCM，並與同樣條件下所建立的

VLECPC串接 16QAM的系統進行效能比較。我們使用兩種不同的解調

器來進行效能驗證，一為基於硬式判定 ，另一則是基於軟式判定。模擬

結果顯示不論是在平均碼長或是系統錯誤率上  ，JSCCM 皆優於

VLECPC+16QAM系統。 
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Abstract 

 

 

 

In this thesis, a joint source-channel coded modulation (JSCCM) problem 

that combines the efficient compression of discrete memoryless sources with 

their reliable communication over 16QAM based memoryless channels is 

considered. We construct algorithmically 8-source JSCCMs and compare 

them with the system of 8-source variable-length error-correcting prefix 

codes (VLECPC) in connection with 16QAM mapper. We then examine their 

performances with two different demodulators: one is hard-decision based 

and the other is soft-decision based. Simulations show that JSCCMs can 

provide a certain gains over the system with VLECPC+16QAM mapper of 

comparable free Euclidean distance in terms of average symbol word length 

and error performance. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

One of Shannon’s key contributions in information theory is the 

separation principle for source-channel coding [27], which states that the 

source and channel coding operations can be separately designed and 

performed in tandem without affecting the system’s optimality for reliably 

transmitting a data source over a noisy channel. However, this result 

hinges on the assumption that unlimited complexity and coding delay can 

be afforded by the system, which is unrealistic in today’s resource 

constrained communication systems. It is indeed well-known via both 

analytical and empirical studies (e.g., see [1, 2, 14, 33] and the references 

therein) that joint source-channel coding (JSCC) can significantly 

outperform separate source-channel coding (SSCC), particularly when the 

system has stringent delay and complexity restrictions. JSCC, which may 

use codes of fixed or variable length, is typically realized in two ways: by 

coordinating the source and channel coding functions in tandem or by 

combining them within a single step (examples of various JSCC schemes 

can be found in [33]). 

In an earlier work [34], an algorithmic approach to construct a 

particular type of single-step JSCC, named variable-length error 

correcting prefix code (VLECPC), has been proposed. The approach, 

although optimal in average codeword length, only considers the joint 

design of source and channel codes but disregards its connection to 

modulation. Thus, when applying it to a higher order modulation (other 

than antipodal signaling), the resulting efficiency may have room for 

improvement in the sense of average modulation symbol length. 

For this reason, we attempt to examine the feasibility of so-called 

joint source-channel coded modulation (JSCCM) in this thesis. An 

algorithmic construction of JSCCM similar to that adopted in [34] will be 
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studied. Simulation results over the additive white Gaussian (AWGN) 

noise channel will then be performed. 

Similar idea has been proposed in the literature. In [35], multistage 

coded modulation that combines source/channel (S/C) coding and 

multi-rate modulation (MM) was preliminarily proposed. Simulations 

show that MM enhances a simple S/C coding in low power multimedia 

wireless communications. In addition, distributed source-coding, 

channel-coding and modulation (DSCM) was proposed in [36], which has 

been shown to be power and bandwidth efficient in cooperative 

communications. A parallel idea was also examined in [37], which 

proposed a scheme that can achieve a significant coding gain without 

bandwidth expansion. 

In this thesis, we investigate the construction of JSCCMs based upon 

16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), subject to the constraint that 

the “free Euclidean distance” of the resulting design is no less than a 

pre-specified 𝑑free
∗ . For a given prior probability, we target a design that 

could hopefully have a small average symbol word length. Adopting of 

Euclidean instead of Hamming distance as in [34] because it is a more 

direct distance measure for 16QAM modulation and AWGN channel. In 

order to compare our resulting design with that in [34], we will compute 

equivalently the free Euclidean distance of a system formed by 

connecting VLECPC coder and 16QAM mapper in tandem. Details will 

be given in subsequent chapters. 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we 

formulate our problem and present some necessary background material 

about VLECPCs. In Chapter 3, we recollect the VLECPC construction 

which minimizes the average code word length subject to a given free 

Hamming distance constraint. In Chapter 4, a 16QAM-based JSCCM 

construction is presented. How we jointly decode and demodulate the 

proposed JSCCM is also addressed in this chapter. Simulation results that 

illustrate the performances of the constructed JSCCMs are given in 

Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Problem Formulation and 

Preliminaries  
 

We consider the JSCCM problem of efficient compression of a discrete 

memoryless (independent and identically distributed) source. We assume 

a 16QAM transmission over AWGN channel. 

In [34], the VLECPC’s free distance dfree has been identified as a key 

error performance parameter, playing a similar role as for convolutional 

codes, i.e., the larger the dfree, the better the code’s error resilience 

particularly at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) [7, 9]. At this 

background, our contributions in this study are: 

 Propose an algorithmic construction of a sub-optimal JSCCM 

scheme for a given free Eucldean distance bound 𝑑free
∗ . 

 In comparison with the VLECPC, propose a procedure to transform 

the free Hamming distance of a binary code to the equivalent free 

Euclidean distance when the code is QAM-modulated.  

  The attaining of these contributions has interesting applications for the 

effective compression and error-resilient transmission of text documents 

over noisy channels and fully exploit the bandwidth in higher modulation 

level. 

  In what follows, we present preliminary background about VLECPCs 

in connection with a 16QAM mapper. Consider a K-ary discrete 

memoryless source of alphabet S = {𝛼1, 𝛼2, …, 𝛼K} respectively with 

probabilities p1, p2, …, pK. A VLECPC maps each symbol 𝛼𝑖 in S to a 

variable-length codeword ci, where i = 1, 2, …, K. Denote the set of 

codewords by C = {c1, c2, …, cK}
 
and the average symbol word length for 

C by 
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1

   (bits)
K

i i

i

C p c


                       (2.1) 

where |ci| is the length of codeword ci measured in bits. When being 

16QAM modulated, the coded bit stream that consists of a fixed number 

of codewords will be mapped to a sequence of 16QAM symbols if the 

length of the bit stream is a multiple of four. If the length of the coded bit 

stream is not divisible by four, zeros will be appended until the resulting 

length becomes a multiple of four. 

  For JSCCM, each symbol 𝛼𝑖 in S will be mapped to a variable-length 

16QAM symbol word qi, where i = 1, 2, …, K. Denote the set of 16QAM 

symbol words by Q = {q1, q2, …, qK}
 
and the average symbol word 

length for Q by 

1

  
K

i i

i

Q p q


                        (2.2) 

where |qi| is the number of 16QAM symbols in symbol word qi.  

2.1 System Architecture 

For convenience, the two system architectures considered in the thesis 

will be referred to respectively as System A and System B as follows. 

 System A: A sequence of VLECPC codewords will be mapped to a 

sequence of 16QAM symbols through a 16QAM mapper. 

 System B: Use directly JSCCM to produce a sequence of 16QAM 

symbols for transmission. 

They are illustrated in Figure 2.1. In decoding, we will check all possible 

transmission 16QAM sequences and determine the one with the smallest 

Euclidean distance to the received sequences. Note that in principle, we 

should also consider the prior probabilities at the decoding stage; in this 

thesis, for simplicity, we use only the Euclidean distance as the decoding 

metric. 
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Figure 2.1: (a) System Architectures A and (b) System Architecture B 

 

2.2 16-QAM Constellation 

As shown in Figure 2.2, each of four bit patterns is mapped to a 16QAM 

symbol. The Gray-coding rule is employed such that bit patterns of 

adjacent 16QAM symbols differ in only one bit. The overall transmission 

power of a 16QAM symbol can then be calculated as 

2 2 2 2 2 2 24(A A ) 4((3A) +(3A) )+8(A +(3A) )=160AallP            (2.3) 

Hence, the averaged power is given by 

2
2160A 10A

16avgP                      (2.4) 

To make Pave = 1, the parameter A is taken to be 1/√10. 
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Figure 2.2: Gray-coded symbol mapper of 16-QAM 

2.3 VLECPC Trellis Diagram 

In [7, 9], Buttigieg employed a VLECPC decoding trellis TN as 

exemplified in Figure 3.1(a) for C = {00, 010, 0110}, in which the state Sj 

specifies the number of code bits decoded thus far is j. One can also 

construct an extended trellis TL,N as defined in [4, 21] under the 

assumption that the receiver knows both the number of transmitted 

codewords L and the total number of bits of these codewords N. An 

example of such an extended trellis for C = {00, 010, 0110} is depicted in 

Figure 2.1(b), where subscripts of the state Si,j indicate that the number of 

codewords decoded thus far is i and the number of code bits decoded thus 

far is j. 
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(a) Trellis TN 

 

(b) Trellis TL,N 

Figure 2.3: Trellis representations of a VLECPC. The red-color (solid), blue-color (dot) and 

green-color (dash-dot) arrows correspond respectively to the transition of transmitting 

codewords c1=(00), c2 =(010),and c3=(0110). 

2.4 Free Distance 

In order to analyze the error performance of a trellis-based VLECPC 

decoder, Buttigieg [7] defined the free distance of a VLECPC as the 

minimal Hamming distance between any two distinct paths that converge 

at the same node in the trellis. Thus, the free distance dfree of a VLECPC 
depends on the structure of the decoding trellis diagram adopted. 

Let XL,N 
be the set of sequences formed by L codewords, whose 

length is N bits. By assuming that the receiver knows both L and N, dfree 
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in this thesis is defined based on XL,N 
and is given by 

 free ,( ) min ( , ) : ,  for all ,  and a b ,L Nd C d a b a b X L N       (2.5) 

where d(a, b) can be either the Hamming distance or the Euclidean 

distance between either bit streams or QAM symbol streams a and b of 

equal length. The following lower bound on dfree(C) has been shown in [7, 

9] and will be useful in the algorithmic construction of VLECPC: 

   𝑑free(𝐶) ≥ min{𝑑b(𝐶), 𝑑c(𝐶) + 𝑑d(𝐶)},      (2.6) 

where db(C) is the “overall minimum block distance” defined as 

𝑑b(𝐶) = min{𝑑(𝑐𝑖, 𝑐𝑗): 𝑐𝑖, 𝑐𝑗 ∈ 𝐶, 𝑐𝑖 ≠ 𝑐𝑗  𝑎𝑛𝑑|𝑐𝑖| = |𝑐𝑗|} 

dc(C) is the “minimum converge distance” given by 

𝑑c(𝐶) = min{𝑑(𝑐𝑖, 𝑐𝑗
′): 𝑐𝑖, 𝑐𝑗 ∈ 𝐶 , |𝑐𝑖| < |𝑐𝑗|, 𝑐𝑗

′ is the suffix of 𝑐𝑗  and|𝑐𝑗
′| = |𝑐𝑖| } 

and dd(C) is the “minimum diverge distance” defined as 

𝑑d(𝐶) = min{𝑑(𝑐𝑖, 𝑐𝑗
′): 𝑐𝑖, 𝑐𝑗 ∈ 𝐶 , |𝑐𝑖| < |𝑐𝑗|, 𝑐𝑗

′ is the prefix of 𝑐𝑗  and|𝑐𝑗
′| = |𝑐𝑖| } 
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Chapter 3 

 

Optimal VLECPC Construction 

 
We herein introduce a search algorithm for constructing an optimal 

VLECPC with a given free-distance bound dfree
∗ . The search algorithm 

always outputs an optimal VLECPC with its dfree ≥ 𝑑free
∗ . This algorithm, 

which is a modification and extension of the algorithm introduced in [20] 

for finding optimal lossless data compression codes with reversible 

variable-length coding (VLC) structure, uses a new search tree and a 

priority-first search method. 

To construct an optimal VLECPC with K codewords and dfree ≥ 

𝑑free
∗ , we use a search tree in which each node X contains three 

components given by the triplet {CX, AX, f(X)}. Here, CX 
= {𝑐1

𝑋, 𝑐2
𝑋, …, 

𝑐𝑡
𝑋} denotes the set of t codewords that have been selected for the desired 

VLECPC, and AX 
= {𝑎1

𝑋, 𝑎2
𝑋, …, } is the set of all bitstreams, which can 

be future candidate codewords and hence do not contain any bitstreams 

for which the codewords currently in CX are their prefixes. These 

bitstreams are listed in order of nondecreasing lengths: |𝑎1
𝑋|≤|𝑎1

𝑋|≤ L. 

Finally, f(X) denotes the metric employed for finding an optimal 

VLECPC and is given by 

                (3.1)  
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Figure 3.1: Relation between a parent node and its children in a search tree 

 

The search tree is binary (i.e., each of its nodes except a leaf or 

terminal node has two children); the relation between a parent node and 

its children is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Specifically, for a parent node P, 

its left child L is obtained by adding the next candidate codeword 𝑎1
𝑃

 
into CL. Since 𝑎1

𝑃 is now a codeword in CL, the set AL needs to be 

updated by removing all bitstreams in AP whose prefix is 𝑎1
𝑃. Hence, the 

triplet of the left child L becomes 

 P

L P 1=C C a                           (3.2) 

        (3.3) 

K
P P L

1 1 1

1 2

(L) .
t

i i t i i t

i i t

f p c p a p a  

  

                (3.4) 

On the other hand, the right child R is obtained by rejecting the next 

candidate codeword 𝑎1
𝑃 from its parent node. So, the triplet of the right 

child R becomes 

 R P=C C                           (3.5) 

   P P P

R 2 3 P 1= , , = \A a a A a               (3.6) 
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K
P P

1

1 1

(R) .
t

i i i i t

i i t

f p c p a  

  

                (3.7) 

Finally, since the root node has not yet selected any codeword, all 

bitstreams are its candidates; thus its components are given by 

root =C                            (3.8) 

        (3.9) 

K
root

root

1

.i i

i

f p a


                     (3.10) 

Since every possible VLECPC can be obtained by traversing the 

search tree from the root node to its corresponding leaf nodes, a 

priority-first search algorithm can be applied on the tree to find a 

VLECPC whose average codeword length is smallest among all 

VLECPCs with free distances no less than 𝑑free
∗ . To reduce the search 

space, the average codeword length of any known VLECPC with free 

distance no less than 𝑑free
∗

 
is denoted by Ub and used as an upper bound 

for the average codeword length to exclude obviously uncompetitive 

nodes during the search process. The search algorithm for finding an 

optimal VLECPC is described as follows. 

Step 1:  Push the root node into the Encoding Stack. Set upper bound Ub  

as the average codeword length of an existing VLECPC with 

free distance no less than 𝑑free
∗ . 

Step 2:  If the top node of the Encoding Stack has selected K codewords 

(i.e., |Ctop| = K) and dfree(Ctop)≥ 𝑑free
∗ , then output Ctop 

as the 

optimal VLECPC and stop the algorithm. 

Step 3:  Generate the two children of the top node as in Figure 3.1 and 

then delete the top node from the Encoding Stack. If the left 

child has selected K codewords with its free distance ≥ 𝑑free
∗  

 
and its associated metric f is smaller than Ub, then update Ub = 

f. 

Step 4:  Discard the child nodes, which satisfy any of the following 

conditions:  

1. It has selected more than K codewords for its Cchild; 

2. There is no more candidate in Achild and the size of Cchild is 
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less than K (i.e., Achild 
= ∅ and |Cchild| < K); 

3. The metric fchild is larger than Ub; 

4. Its associated free distance dfree(Cchild) is less than 𝑑free
∗ . 

Step 5:  Insert the remaining children (i.e., those children which are not 

discarded in Step 4) into the Encoding Stack, and reorder the 

Encoding Stack in order of ascending metrics. Go to Step 2. 

It should be emphasized that the above construction algorithm 

focuses only on prefix-free VLECPCs as most previous works did [7, 9, 

11, 12, 23, 26, 30]. Although non-prefix-free but uniquely decodable 

VLECPCs can also be constructed, they are not herein considered due to 

the additional complexity in testing their unique decodability 
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Chapter 4 

 

Sub-optimal VLECPC Constructions 

and Decoder 
 

 

In this chapter, modification on the optimal VLECPC construction 

algorithm introduced in Chapter 3 is proposed. By targeting a suboptimal 

VLECPC instead of an optimal one, the modification reduces 

considerably the search complexity of the optimal construction algorithm 

in order to make feasible the construction of VLECPCs for larger 

alphabet sizes. Based upon the suboptimal VLECPC algorithm, we will in 

turn propose a 16QAM based JSCCM. 

4.1 Suboptimal Code Construction with Parameters 
(∆, Γ, D, I) 

The complexity and memory demand of the optimal code construction 

algorithm in Chapter 3 grows significantly when searching for VLECPCs 

corresponding to a large source alphabet size K and a large free distance 

requirement 𝑑free
∗ . We herein alleviate the algorithm’s complexity and 

memory demand by constructing a suboptimal VLECPC, which can 

accommodate higher free distance targets and larger source alphabet sizes. 

This is done based on four complexity reduction procedures. 

First, we reduce the computational complexity incurred in 

examining the exact free distance of the top node by using its lower 

bound in (2.6) instead. Furthermore, Buttigieg recently observed [8] that 

good codes usually have converging and diverging distances (defined in 

the paragraph following (2.6) in Chapter 2) that are equal (for even values 
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of dfree) or differing by one (for odd values of dfree). Thus, we only focus 

on VLECPCs with the above property. In other words, the new 

suboptimal code construction only searches for the VLECPC that satisfies 

the following conditions: 

 

 {
𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑑b(𝐶), 𝑑c(𝐶) + 𝑑d(𝐶)} ≥ 𝑑free

∗

‖𝑑c(𝐶) − 𝑑d(𝐶)‖1 ≤ 1.                      
           (4.1) 

 

With this modification, the actual free distance of the output VLECPC 

may be strictly larger than the required 𝑑free
∗ ; yet, this saves considerable 

computational effort in calculating the exact free distance for each node 

visited during the code search process.  

Secondly, we adopt the early-elimination concept from [28], in 

which an efficient near-optimal sequential decoding algorithm for 

convolutional codes was proposed. In short, the authors in [28] propose to 

directly remove those nodes that are far behind the farthest node having 

been explored during the search process. Since the metric used in our 

code construction algorithm is also non-decreasing along every path in 

the trellis as in [28], these “far-behind” nodes are highly unlikely to result 

in a K-codeword offspring node whose average codeword length is small, 

and hence can be early-eliminated.  

The third modification, also borrowed from [28], is to set a proper 

Encoding Stack size limitation in order to fix the memory demand and 

indirectly to reduce the search complexity. 

In the last modification, we attempt to compensate for potential 

losses in coding efficiency (average codeword length) caused by the 

previous three modifications. Recall that the average codeword length of 

any existing VLECPC can be used as the upper bound Ub in our search 

algorithm. Hence, when our suboptimal approach results in a VLECPC 

whose average codeword length is smaller than the given Ub, we can 

update the value of Ub with this average codeword length and launch a 

new execution of our algorithm. This step can then be repeated in a 

number of iterations until no improvements in coding efficiency are 

realized, or a prescribed maximal number of iterations is reached. 
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Four parameters (∆, Γ, D, I) are accordingly added corresponding to 

the last three modifications. They are explained as follows. 

1: Early elimination window ∆: Ignore the top node in the Encoding 

Stack, whose number of codewords |Ctop| is less than lmax − Δ, 

where lmax is the largest |C| among all expanded nodes. 

2: Encoding Stack size Γ: When the number of nodes in the 

Encoding Stack is larger than Γ, nodes are recursively deleted from 

the Encoding Stack according to one of the two criteria described 

below. 

1. Deletion criterion D = D𝑙   : Delete the node with the smallest 

code size |C|. 

2. Deletion criterion D = Dm : Delete the node with the largest 

metric f. 

3: The maximal number of iterations I. 

The suboptimal algorithm, characterized by four parameters (∆, Γ, D, I), 

can thus be obtained by modifying the optimal algorithm in Chapter 3 and 

adding a new Step 6 as follows: 

Step 1′:  Push the root node into the Encoding Stack. Set upper bound 

Ub as the average codeword length of an existing VLECPC 

with free distance no less than 𝑑free
∗ . Alternatively for the 

follow-up iteration, set upper bound Ub as the average 

codeword length of the output VLECPC obtained from the 

previous iteration. Initialize the target VLECPC C
*
 as the 

empty set and lmax = 0. 

Step 2′:  If the Encoding Stack is empty and C
*≠ ∅, then output C

*
 as 

the optimal VLECPC and stop the algorithm; else if both the 

Encoding Stack and C
*
 are empty, then report a code search 

failure and stop the algorithm. 

If |Ctop| < lmax − Δ, then directly delete the top node from the 

Encoding Stack and redo Step 2′; else if lmax 
< |Ctop|, update lmax 

= |Ctop|. 

If the top node of the Encoding Stack has selected K 

codewords (i.e., |Ctop| = K) and Ctop 
satisfies condition (4.1), 
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then output Ctop 
as the optimal VLECPC and stop the 

algorithm. 

Step 3′:  Generate the two children of the top node as in Figure 3.1 and 

then delete the top node from the Encoding Stack. Then update 

Ub as the metric f of left child and put left child as C
*
 if the left 

child satisfies all of the following conditions: 

1. The left child has selected K codewords in his Cleft; 

2. Cleft satisfies condition (4.1); 

3. Its associated metric f is smaller than Ub. 

Step 4′:  Discard the child node which satisfies any of the following 

conditions: 

1. It has selected more than K codewords for its Cchild; 

2. There is no more candidate in Achild and the size of Cchild is 

less than K (i.e., Achild = ∅ and |Cchild| < K); 

3. The metric f(child) is larger than Ub; 

4. It disobeys condition (4.1). 

Step 5′:  After inserting the remaining children into the Encoding Stack, 

recursively delete nodes from the Encoding Stack based on the 

chosen deletion criterion D until the Encoding Stack size is no 

greater than Γ. Reorder the Encoding Stack in order of 

ascending metrics. Go to Step 2′. 

Step 6:  Repeat Steps 1′–5′ until either the maximum number of 

iterations I is reached or the upper bound Ub remains the same 

as the previous iteration 

In order to construct the 16QAM based JSCCM, we modified the 

above Step 3′ and Step 4′. Specifically, we replace the Hamming distance 

in Step 3′ with the Euclidean distance based on the constellation in Figure 

2.2. We modify Step 4′ by adding one rule to ensure that the resulting 

symbols are 16QAM based, which is summarized as follows. 

Step 4′′:  Discard the child node, which satisfies any of the following 

conditions: 
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1. It has selected more than K codewords for its Cchild; 

2. There is no more candidate in Achild and the size of Cchild is 

less than K (i.e., Achild = ∅ and |Cchild| < K); 

3. The metric f(child) is larger than Ub; 

4. It disobeys condition (4.1). 

5. It cannot be divisible by 4. 

Here, we use an extra trick to further reduce the search complexity. 

Since the maximum distance between two 16QAM constellation points is 

6√2A ≈ 2.683, there will be some restriction on 𝑑free
∗ . For example, 

when K = 2 and {q1, q2} = {1000, 00100010}, the maximum dfree for a 

JSCCM with K = 2 and symbol length = 2 is achieved, which is 2.683 × 

2 = 5.366. Thus to find a JSCCM with K = 2, symbol length = 2 and 𝑑free
∗  

> 5.366 is not possible. We can then extend the symbol word length 

directly for 𝑑free
∗  > 5.366. 

4.2 Decoders 

In this section, we will describe the decoders adopted for the constructed 

JSCCM as well as the tandem VLECPC + 16QAM mapper. There will be 

two demodulators: One is hard-decision based and the other is 

soft-decision based. 

The hard-decision based demodulator is a modification from the 

MAP decoder in [34]. Specifically, it first maps the received symbols into 

the 16QAM binary patterns via a hard decision criterion. Then an MAP 

decoder is performed onto the sequence of binary patterns. 

On the other hand, the soft-decision based demodulator we adopt is 

performed based on the knowledge of the number of transmitted bits N 

(or equivalently, the number of 16QAM symbols) and the number of the 

transmitted source symbols L. Thus the soft-decision based demodulator 

is operated on the extended trellis TL,N as shown in Figure 2.3(b). 

Note that in trellis TL,N, as defined in Section 2.3 and illustrated in 

Figure 2.3(b), a path traversing from state S0,0 to state Si,j can be labeled 

as 

𝑥(0,0)
(𝑖,𝑗)

 ≜ x1x2x3…xi in Xi,j, 
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where Xi,j ≜ { x1x2x3…xi : each xk in C and ∑ |𝑥𝑘
𝑖
𝑘=1 | = j }. The path 

metric of 𝑥(0,0)
(𝑖,𝑗)

 is defined as the distance between the received symbol 

sequence and the path corresponding to 𝑥(0,0)
(𝑖,𝑗)

, i.e., 

𝑚(𝑥(0,0)
(𝑖,𝑗)

) =
/4

1

( , ),
j

l

E R

l ld x x
  



   

where d(x, y) denotes the Euclidean distance between x and y, 𝑥𝑙
𝐸

 
is the 

lth QAM symbol corresponding to 𝑥(0,0)
(𝑖,𝑗)

, and 𝑥𝑙
𝑅  is the lth QAM 

symbol in the received QAM sequence. The objective of this 

soft-decision based demodulator is to find a path whose path metric is the 

smallest among all valid paths 𝑥(0,0)
(𝐿,𝑁)

. For completeness, its step-by-step 

operation is described as follows. 

Step 1:  Initialized the path metric of 𝑥(0,0)
(0,0)

 as m(𝑥(0,0)
(0,0)

) = 0, and load 

it into the Decoding Stack. 

Step 2:  If the top node of the Decoding Stack reaches the final state SL,N 

in TL,N, update the metric according to 𝑚(𝑥(0,0)
(𝐿,𝑁)

) as well as its 

associated path. If the Decoding Stack contains zero node, then 

output the path as the decision and stop the algorithm. 

Step 3:  Mark the state of the top node as visited. Then extend the top 

node to all its successors. Delete the top node from the 

Decoding Stack. 

Step 4:  Discard the successors if they had been marked as visited. Also, 

discard the successors for which number of decoded symbols 

exceeds L or the number of decoded bits exceeds N. 

Step 5:  Insert the remaining successors (those successors which are not 

discarded in Step 4) into the Decoding Stack .Go to Step 2. 

Note again that the path metric should use 16QAM constellation in 

its calculation. Thus, what we received should correspond to a sequence 

of full 16QAM symbols. Thus for VLECPC + 16QAM mapper, zero bits 

will be added to make the output length of VLECPC a multiple of four. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Simulation Results 
 

 

 

In this chapter, we assess via simulations the error performance of the 

16QAM based JSCCMs in terms of reconstructed source symbol error 

rate (SER). In all simulations, the source is assumed memoryless and the 

channel is the AWGN channel. In order to interpret the simulation results, 

the free distance spectrum is also given. Comparisons of JSCCM with 

VLECPC + 16QAM mapper are provided. The experiments were carried 

out using the C programing language under a 64-bit Windows 7 executed 

on a desktop computer with an Intel-Core i5-4460 3.2GHz CPU and 8GB 

memory. 

As a convention, the system signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by 

SNR = E/N0, where E is the average 16QAM symbol and N0/2 is the 

variance of the zero-mean additive channel noise sample. To account for 

the redundancy of system with different rates, SNR per source symbol is 

used in presenting the simulation results, which is given by 

SNR𝑠 =
𝐸𝑆

𝑁0
=

𝐸

𝑁0
∙

1

𝑅
                   (5.1) 

where ES is the equivalent energy per source symbol, and R is the overall 

(average) system rate defined as the number of transmitted source 

symbols per channel use (i.e., per 16QAM transmissions). 
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Table 6.1: Six VLECPCs for 8-source symbols obtained by the suboptimal code construction 

algorithm in [34] for different values of free distances (System A). 

#1  #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

0100 01010 000011 0101100 0100001 00011100 

01111 111111 0011001 00110010 101010100 111111111 

1110011 0010011 11011010 000001011 0001111010 1110000010 

11011010 1100100 110101010 111010100 01111111111 11000101011 

001011001 00001101 1110100100 1001111001 100110001110 100010110001 

100111010 10110000 11100110000 1110000111 0010010011111 0101001100110 

0010111001 000010100 111000001110 00101100001 00111001001111 1010011001001 

11110011001 111000111 1110011111111 10001011110 11011110011010 01101001010011 

 

Table 6.2: Six JSCCMs for 8-source symbols obtained by the proposed suboptimal code 

construction algorithm for different values of free distance (System B). 

#1  #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

0000 1000 0010 10001000 00101000 00111011 

1010 00000001 00001001 10100010 10000010 000000000010 

00100011 00011010 10011010 000000000000 000000000000 011000100000 

00111000 00100010 10101100 000000101010 000010101010 100010101000 

10001001 10101110 11000000 000110101000 001000100010 101010001110 

10010110 11100000 000000010100 001000010010 100010001000 1001001011000010 

001000000010 000001100101 000000101010 100100011001 101000001010 1001010010100000 

001000001000 000010000000 010011001000 101110110000 101010100000 1110011010111000 

 

 

As listed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, for both System A and System B, we 

construct six VLECPCs and JSCCMs corresponding to source alphabet of 

size eight with distribution (0.512, 0.128, 0.128, 0.128, 0.032, 0.032, 

0.032, 0.008). 
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Table 6.3: Average codeword length in bits/source symbol and free distances for the codes 

listed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. dfreeH and dfreeE represent respectively the free Hamming distance 

and free Euclidean distance. Note that the VLECPC+16QAM mapper and JSCCM of the 

same index have almost the same dfreeE, and hence should be considered as a comparison pair. 

  System A 

Number #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

freeH*d  5 6 7 8 9 10 

freeEd  2.421 2.828 3.203 4.467 5.213 5.732 

AvgL 1.444 1.544 1.872 2.044 2.242 2.362 

AvgL* 1.398 1.498 1.826 1.998 2.196 2.316 

System B 

freeE*d  2.4 2.8 3.2 4.4 5.2 5.7 

freeEd  2.421 2.912 3.264 4.427 5.366 5.794 

AvgL 1.4 1.528 1.56 2.36 2.36 2.56 

 

 

In Table 6.3, we list the average codeword length (in bits/source 

symbol) for the two systems we consider, as well as their corresponding 

free distances in Hamming and Euclidean senses. The number of source 

symbols per transmission block is L = 8. The Average codeword length is 

calculated empirically based on 1,000,000 transmission blocks. dfreeH
*
 is 

the target Hamming free distance for the construction of VLECPCs, and 

likewise dfreeE
* 
is the target Euclidean free distance for the construction of 

JSCCMs. Other notations are explained as follows: AvgL
*
 is the average 

codeword length (in number of QAM symbol per source letter) when L 

approaches infinity, AvgL is the empirical average codeword length from 

1,000,000 transmission runs. We observe from Table 3 that the AvgL of 

system B is better than that of system A in #1~#3, but is worse in #4~#6.  

Although in Figure 2.1, System A and System B are respectively  

equipped with hard-decision based and soft-decision based decision 

makers, they can be switched when checking the performance. Indeed, 

the VLECPC + 16QAM mapper can be demodulated using soft-decision 

based decision maker when being treated as a special case of JSCCM, 

while System B can do symbol-based 16QAM de-mapper first before the 

receiver estimates the source letter to be transmitted. 

We then investigate the error performances for VLECPC+16QAM 
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mapper system and JSCCM system. Figures 6.1-6.10 are for 

hard-decision based decision maker and Figures 6.11-6.20 for soft 

decision based decision maker. At least 1,000,000 transmissions are 

simulated for the former, while at least 10,000 transmissions for the latter. 

Note that since the source alphabet size is eight, we can plot both bit error 

rates (BER) and source word error rates (WER). 

Observe from Figures 6.1~6.10 that when BER is 10
-2

, JSCCM has 

about 0.4dB to 1.2dB gains over VLECPC+16QAM mapper in every 

paired designs of the same index except #5. On the other hand, for 

Figures 6.11-6.20, when BER is 10
-2

, JSCCM has about 1.5 dB to 2 dB 

gains over VLECPC+16QAM mapper in every paired designs of the 

same index except #5. We then found that #5 has a performance behavior 

different from other paired designs of the same index.  

 In order to find possible cause for the particular behavior of #5 pair, 

we examine the distance spectrum of VLECPC+16QAM mapper and 

JSCCM of index #5 in Figure 6.21. Each bar in Figure 6.21 indicates the 

average number of path pairs, whose pairwise distances are within [x-axis 

value – 0.2, x-axis value + 0.2]. It seems that the distance spectrum 

cannot be used to interpret such a particular behavior; and hence we defer 

the cause as a future work of this thesis. 
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Figure 6.1: BERs of different VLECPCs under hard-decision based demodulator. 

 
Figure 6.2: Source WER of different VLECPCs under hard-decision based demodulator. 
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Figure 6.3: BERs of different JSCCMs under hard-decision based demodulator. 

 
Figure 6.4: Source WERS of different JSCCMs under hard-decision based demodulator. 
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Figure 6.5 : Comparisons of #1 VLECPC+16QAM and #1 JSCCM under hard-decision based 

demodulator. 

 
Figure 6.6 : Comparisons of #2 VLECPC+16QAM and #2 JSCCM under hard-decision based 

demodulator. 
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Figure 6.7 : Comparisons of #3 VLECPC+16QAM and #3 JSCCM under hard-decision based 

demodulator. 

 
Figure 6.8 : Comparisons of #4 VLECPC+16QAM and #4 JSCCM under hard-decision based 

demodulator.  
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Figure 6.9 : Comparisons of #5 VLECPC+16QAM and #5 JSCCM under hard-decision based 

demodulator. 

 
Figure 6.10 : Comparisons of #6 VLECPC+16QAM and #6 JSCCM under hard-decision 

based demodulator. 
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Figure 6.11: BERs of different VLECPCs under soft-decision based demodulator. 

 
Figure 6.12: Source WERs of different VLECPCs under soft-decision based demodulator. 
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Figure 6.13: BERs of different JSCCMs under soft-decision based demodulator. 

 
Figure 6.14: Source WERs of different JSCCMs under soft-decision based demodulator. 
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Figure 6.15 : Comparisons of #1 VLECPC+16QAM and #1 JSCCM under soft-decision 

based demodulator. 

 
Figure 6.16 : Comparisons of #2 VLECPC+16QAM and #2 JSCCM under soft-decision 

based demodulator. 
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Figure 6.17 : Comparisons of #3 VLECPC+16QAM and #3 JSCCM under soft-decision 

based demodulator. 

 
Figure 6.18 : Comparisons of #4 VLECPC+16QAM and #4 JSCCM under soft-decision 

based demodulator. 
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Figure 6.19 : Comparisons of #5 VLECPC+16QAM and #5 JSCCM under soft-decision 

based demodulator. 

 
Figure 6.20 : Comparisons of #6 VLECPC+16QAM and #6 JSCCM under soft-decision 

based demodulator. 
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Figure 6.21 : Distance spectrum for designs. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Conclusion 

 

In this thesis, a novel search algorithm is proposed for constructing 

suboptimal prefix-free JSCCMs for the efective joint source-channel 

coded modulation of memoryless sources over memoryless channels. The 

JSCCM found by the suboptimal construction algorithm shows improved 

resilience against channel noise over VLECPC+16QAM mapper. For fair 

comparison between JSCCM and VLECPC+16QAM mapper, we 

transform the free Hamming distance of VLECPC to the equivalent free 

Euclidean distance. Simulations show that JSCCM has a certain gains 

over VLECPC+16QAM mapper of comparable free Euclidean distance in 

terms of average symbol word length. 

There is however a certain situation that JSCCM performs much 

better than VLECPC+16QAM mapper. More thorough analysis or 

examination on this case should be further performed. In addition, using 

higher order modulation such as 64QAM may even be more 

advantageous, which should be an interesting future work of technical 

significance. 
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